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Asteroids are falling from the skies releasing a zombie style infection across the world. Two stoners Tommy 

(Jy Harris) and Edwin (Mark Wynn) have devised a plan to ground down the zombies into weed fertiliser, 

only they need more zombies. Thus they begin their journey, which will force them to cross paths with 

wannabe zombie dictators, kick ass bitches and hordes of undead flesh eaters! 

It's safe to say that Bong of the Dead is far from being a serious horror movie. However, it does have a 

serious amount of gore. It's really over the top in the gore department and quite frankly i loved it. The 

costume and general gore FX are superb. There's one particular scene which had me wondering if my eyes 

were playing tricks on me where a SPOILER!  

. Needless to say it's all rules are off with this flick. 

The movie's two main characters Tommy and Edwin are dopey stoners. You'll likely know the type i'm 

talking about: care free don't give a toss about anything except where their next fix is coming from. They're 

an easy going troupe but they meet their match in Leah, a beautiful but tough survivor who doesn't take well 

to their laid back style. The movie's general acting standard is decent if nothing awesome. 



With this being a zombie comedy it's important to not take this flick too seriously and that goes for zombie 

purists as well. This flick has talking zombies. Talking zombies FFS LOL! It's all very tongue in cheek though 

and it's just as well. 

Bong of the Dead is by no means slow, the movie's pacing is pretty much spot on and there's very few parts 

that get close to boring. 

I think i'm gonna recommend this one, it has some excellent gore (maybe too heavy for some) and is 

generally a great laugh. definitely a good one to catch with your buddies and some beer! THERE WILL BE 

BUD! 

Bong of the Dead is available in the UK through Left Films on the 15th of April 2012. 
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